Abstract

Data mining is applied in medical field since long back to predict disease like diseases of the heart, lungs and various tumors based on the past data collected from the patient. In India, though the data collection of medical patient is not streamlined, we made an effort to predict the most widely spread disease in India named tuberculosis. Using data collected from various TB centers, we made an effort to fetch out hidden patterns and by learning this pattern through the collected data for tuberculosis we can diagnose and predict the disease. In the research work
we are comparing naïve bayes classifier and KNN, two the most effective techniques for data classification (especially for medical diagnoses), implemented using C language and using Weka tool respectively and classify the patient affected by tuberculosis into two categories (least probable and most probable). We have used 19 symptoms of tuberculosis and collect 154 cases. We have achieved nearly 78% accuracy with low false negative.
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